
Sexual Decoder System: Review Examining Craig Miller's Training Course Released

SUMMARY: PUABooks.net releases a review of dating coach Craig Miller's newly launched Sexual Decoder  
System which promises to show men how to decode the "secret language" of women.

The Sexual Decoder System - a new home training course for single men from dating guru Craig Miller has just 
been released to the public, generating a frenzied buzz of media attention. The course which contains techniques 
for "decoding" a woman's sexual signals that were deemed "too controversial" for 
network television has become an over night best seller, prompting an investigative review from 
PUABooks.net's Clint Johnson.

"Ever since Craig Miller's latest TV appearance we've been receiving questions about the specific techniques that 
had to be edited out before the show aired," says Johnson. "Supposedly, Miller's tricks for reading a woman's 
signals were just too much for the network to handle, and a lot of guys have been curious about how exactly 
Miller's system works. So, when found out about his new home training course 'The Sexual Decoder System' we 
were eager to review it for our audience to give them the details on this controversial new training program."

Johnson's review explains that the entire training course is available digitally online through a membership portal 
where Miller presents his trainings through a series of video modules. In addition, customers also receive access 
to a collection of bonus materials including a "secret language" pocket decoder and information on what Miller 
calls "sexual body language speed reading." 

"A lot of men get nervous and discouraged about approaching women and expressing their interest, because they 
have been rejected in the past," says Johnson. "One of the neat things about Miller's course, which we discussed 
in our review is that he teaches guys how to identify which women are out there actively seeking out men for 
passionate, intimate experiences. Knowing this information up front will definitely help a lot of guys to feel a lot 
more confident, because this way they can spend their time focusing women who already want to be picked up, 
and skip over the women who will not be receptive to their advances."

Those wishing to purchase The Sexual Decoder System, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website PUABooks.net. 
Johnson's Sexual Decoder System review is available at the following web address: http://puabooks.net/craig-
millers-sexual-decoder-system-review-how-to-read-her-secret-signals/
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